THE NEW
SWISS DELUXE HOTELS
MAGAZINE

«H»MAGAZINE
The official Magazine of Swiss Deluxe Hotels

PRESENCE
The «H» Magazine reaches a readership of 1.3 million high-net-worth individuals. «H» Magazine is the only guest magazine
that is available in all rooms of 39 Swiss Deluxe Hotels and in the most important airport lounges in Switzerland, Germany,
and England. In addition, «H» Magazine online version can be accessed on Swiss Deluxe Hotels websites.
THE WORLD OF SWISS DELUXE HOTELS
The «H» Magazine reflects the exclusivity and uniqueness of Switzerland’s 39 most prestigious five-star hotels –
in itʼs editorial content, itʼs elegant layout, and itʼs unique distribution.
INTRODUCING GUESTS TO THE WORLD OF SWISS DELUXE HOTELS
Fascinating and informative stories, interviews, and theme features on gastronomy, lifestyle, luxury, trend, and
economy topics, as well as impressive long reads. «H» Magazine conveys Swiss flair, savoir vivre, and the well-established
world of Swiss Deluxe Hotels and their sophisticated guests. All texts are written by renowned Swiss journalists.
They offer guest experiences and glances behind hotel scenes. «H» Magazine is aimed at readers who love exquisite service
and are interested in learning more about the passion and work of interesting people who contribute to the success of
Swiss Deluxe Hotels. The magazine would like to both surprise and fascinate readers – in an elegant fashion.
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Tsd.

DISTRIBUTION

CIRCULATION

Available at all 39 Swiss Deluxe
Hotels (4,300 rooms),
at airport lounges SUI/GER/UK,
and aboard private jets

50’000

PUBLICATION
FREQUENCY

NUMBER OF
PAGES

Biannually
(summer and winter)
Print and online

170 pages

LANGUAGE
English
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«H»MAGAZINE
The official Magazine of Swiss Deluxe Hotels

READERS’ PROFILE
The «H» magazine readers are highly discerning, luxury-savvy, style-conscious and consumerist.
They tend to have a higher level of education and above-average purchasing power. The vast majority of guests
in Swiss Deluxe Hotels are between 35 and 65 years of age, are professionally successful and financially independent.
The most important countries of origin:

SWITZERLAND
30%

UNITED STATES
14%

GULF REGION
9%

CHINA & ASIA
8%

GERMANY
7%

UNITED KINGDOM
6%

FRANCE
4%

RUSSIA
4%
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SWISS TOP EVENTS

EXCLUSIVE
The SWISS TOP EVENTS are eight world-famous events in the worlds of art, film, music,
and sport. They are individual summits in a way, reflecting a way of life. And because of the
quality of the works of art they showcase, the exceptional musicians and outstanding
athletes they feature, they belong to the best in the world.
Their common denominators are style, ambience, attractive venues, and a perfect,
individually oriented organisation. These eight fantastic Swiss fixtures combine
the multifaceted cultural, language, gastronomic, and scenic charms of the country.
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FORMATS AND PRICES
BANNER SPECIFICATIONS
Online
banner included for each print
advertisement
(Skyscraper or
Leaderboard)

1. Opening Spread
(U2/S. 3)
420 x 280 mm

2. Opening Spread
(S. 4/5)
420 x 280 mm

Content Spread
(ab S. 14)
420 x 280 mm

CHF 35’740

CHF 25’100

CHF 22’200

Full Page
210 x 280 mm

U3
210 x 280 mm

U4 (Back Cover)
210 x 280 mm

CHF 14’960

CHF 19’360

CHF 25’400

Halfpage
Wideboard

300x600 px
994x250 px

Accepted formats:
As GIF, JPEG, PNG, HTML5, HTML
Javascript file and PHP-Ad-Codes
(from AdServer), no PDF or Flash

«H» Special (3/1 pages)
CHF 34’300
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ADVANTAGE OFFER
TRAVELLER’S WORLD

30%

WINTER 2020

DISCOUNT

TrAVeLLer’S

november 2020 - februar 2021
D 8,- € / A 9,- € / i 10,- € / L 9,50 € / e 10,- € / cH 15,50 Sfr
travellersworld.de

in GooD We TrUST
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Seoul, sister!

pasta, dolce und
Gabbana

Ist dies Asiens
aufregendste Metropole?

With double
booking of one
Full Page in
«H» Magazine and
Traveller’s World

Traveller’s World is a premium travel
and people’s magazine that will take
you to the most beautiful places of
this world in reports and pictures, and
with remarkable news and useful tips.
It opens the doors to the most exclusive hotels and shows the way to the
most remote hideaways. To the hot
spots in the snow. To the greens that
mean the world. To a ride on the most
streamlined yachts. And demonstrates how luxurious the art of flying can
be in the era of low-budget airlines.

Die Hot Cuisine der
Modehäuser

immer mit Aussicht

48
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Regional ingredients for
of culinary enjoyment

The call of
the mountains

Alfred Hitchcock –
A love story

It all started
with a bet

White Turf St. Moritz
like a fairytale

Zehn Ferienvillen, die ihnen
den Atem rauben werden

Dieser Winter wird

kuschlig

Entspannen im Engadin
Chalets zum Träumen
Münchens Schlossquartier

Additional booking details concerning Traveller’s World available at:
https://travellersworld.de/TW_Mediadaten_DE_2020_2.0.pdf
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SPECIAL OFFER
FALSTAFF MAGAZINE

30%

WINTER 2020

DISCOUNT
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with a bet

White Turf St. Moritz
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when you
book a full-page ad
in both «H» Magazine
and Falstaff Schweiz
Magazine at
the same time

Falstaff is a high-end magazine
dedicated to culinary lifestyle and
market leaders in the Germanspeaking world. The Falstaff Schweiz
Magazine treats readers to indulgent
content covering everything from
fine wine and exquisite cuisine to
lifestyle and travel trends nine times
a year. The words penned to perfection by big names on the global
gourmet scene and passionate journalists specialising in all things
wine are elegantly packaged up and
beautifully presented on the page.

Additional booking details concerning Falstaff Magazine available at:
www.falstaff.ch/b2b-mediadaten
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DATES & TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
SUMMER EDITION

WINTER EDITION

Release date:
beginning of July

Release date:
end of November

FORMAT
210 x 280 mm
BINDING
Hotmelt adhesive binding
PRINTING METHOD
Cover: sheet-fed offset printing,
80 % halftone patch
Content: web offset printing,
70 % halftone patch full-bled,
4/4 colour

PAPER
Cover:
matt coated, bright white
300 g/m2, wood-free
Content:
matt coated, bright white
115 g/m2, wood-free

Relevant to all titles

DIGITAL DATA IN THE FOLLOWING FORMATS
– full-bled advertisement bleed +3 mm per outer edge
– High-end-PDF/X4 (Fogra 51 colour profile, PSO coated V3, CMYK,
incl. fonts, crop marks)
– InDesign (supply all fonts, images/graphics, IDML files)
– Illustrator (EPS, converted to paths)
– Images (definition of 300 dpi at a minimum, CMYK, as TIFF
without LZW compression, EPS or JPEG, max. quality)

DATA DELIVERY
– E-Mail (10 MB max., zip files)
–	File names: H_edition_client_key word_format_colour profile
– Necessary amendments to submitted print material and the design
of advertisements on the basis of original artwork, photographs,
or word files are not included in the price and will be invoiced at cost.
If no proof can be supplied, or if data/proofs submitted do not
correspond with ISO standard 12647-2, we print according to ISO
standards at the client’s responsibility.
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PRINTED IN SWITZERLAND

«printed in switzerland» is the label vouching for quality and origin of printed papers from
Switzerland and is available at the graphic arts industry’s free disposal. The label was created under
the aegis of viscom, the Swiss print and communication association.
No other country epitomises quality as consequently and on as many levels as Switzerland.
Know-how, reliability, precision, and trust are the basis on which printed papers are produced in the country.
Clients and producers have the opportunity to show their colours with Swiss printed papers.
As a quality brand, Switzerland enjoys an excellent reputation. Therefore, «printed in switzerland» is much
more than some label. It stands for premium products, made to meet the highest standards.
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SUSTAINABILITY

We care about climate protection and about assuming the responsibility of leaving a habitable planet
to the next generations. Therefore, the entire production chain of this magazine, including
the choice of paper, process of production, and ways of transportation are climate-neutral. We work with
the ClimatePartner label to compensate all CO₂ emissions created during the production
chain via approved climate protection initiatives.
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FAIR AND SUSTAINABLE PAPER

FSC ensures that forests are harvested according to social, economic, and ecological criteria,
guaranteeing that natural forests are protected, forestry workers receive social security,
and indigenous peoples’ rights are respected. FSC labels are trustworthy: Processing chains are certified
in their entirety. FSC is the only forest label supported by environmental organisations,
such as WWF, Greenpeace, ProNatura, and BirdLife Switzerland.
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DIRECTORY
The Hotel Guide of Swiss Deluxe Hotels

EXCLUSIVE

Directory is the attractive hotel guide of the Swiss Deluxe Hotels in a handy A5-format size. Directory is available in each of the 4,300 rooms and suites of the 39 Swiss Deluxe Hotels with
some 840,000 overnights per year. You will, therefore, reach a target group in the top echelon of
purchasing power commanding a luxurious, demanding lifestyle. The one-year presence of each
edition guarantees long and enduring advertising impact. This hotel guide serves guests and
interested parties as a welcome and informative directory.

EDITORIAL CONCEPT

The Hotel Guide of Swiss Deluxe Hotels presents each of its 39 Swiss Deluxe Hotels with a portrait
and a photograph – including all contact details and relevant information.

EN/DE
EN/FR

50

Tsd.

DISTRIBUTION

CIRCULATION

FREQUENCY

LANGUAGES

In each of the 39 Swiss Deluxe
Hotels (4,300 rooms), at the
reception and concierge desks,
at VIP events and international
luxury trade fairs.

50’000
Copies

Once a year
print and online

English/German and
English/French
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DIRECTORY
The Hotel Guide of Swiss Deluxe Hotels
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DIRECTORY – SIZES AND RATES
FORMAT
148 x 210 mm
BINDING
PUR adhesive binding
PRINTING
Sheet offset, 80-grid,
Page bled off
4/4 colour Euroskala/Euroskala

Opening Spread
296 x 210 mm

Content Spread
296 x 210 mm

CHF 24’900

CHF 18’900

PAPER
Cover:
BVS glossy,
Cover pages matt-cellophane
300 g/m2
Content:
BVS silk-matt,
150 g/m2

Full Page
148 x 210 mm

U2
148 x 210 mm

U3
148 x 210 mm

U4 (Back Cover)
148 x 210 mm

CHF 9’900

CHF 14’900

CHF 14’900

CHF 19’900
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MAGAZINE CONTACTS

DATA DELIVERY
info@swissdeluxehotels.com
gorgos@swissdeluxehotels.com
EDITOR & ADVERTISING
Evelyn Gorgos
Head of Corporate Communications
& Media Relations
T + 41 43 243 71 40
M + 41 78 677 93 07
gorgos@swissdeluxehotels.com

PUBLISHER
Swiss Deluxe Hotels
Augustinergasse 30
CH-8001 Zurich, Switzerland
info@swissdeluxehotels.com
T + 41 43 243 71 40
OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY
Swiss Deluxe Hotels

www.swissdeluxehotels.com | April 2021
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